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part A

Answer all questions.'r 1 .. : ... 
"^^;"::,;;r::',Each question canies L mark.

Define the following :

1. Logarithmic function. 2. Partial derivatives.

3. Convexity: 4. Dependent variable.

. 5, Monopoly equilibrium. 6. Profit maximisation.

' 7. Linear homegenous function. 8. Bliss point.

9. Marginai rate of teghnical substitution, 10. Price Elasticity of demand.
' (10x1=10)

Fart B

Wnite short notes on any eight of the following.
Each question carries 2 marks.

^ 12. Briefly explain types of functions.

,o
, '. ' .13. Findtheelasticitydemandwithrespecttoprice,foithegivendemandfunction Q=-#-,when

n'-1.:'-tIt

., the pric'e is Rs. 7.

14. Write a'note on application of derivatives in Economics.

,15.' What is meant by integration explain with example ?
',j,' 16. Find out the first order derivative for Y = 40 - 5x + x2.

17. Briefly analyse exponential function.

18. Write any:five rules of differentiation.

'.:

20; What is meant by producer's surplus ?

, . Turrr over ra
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2L. State and explain the concept of MRTS (Marginal Rate of Technical Substitution).

22. Briefly explain the conditions of equilibrium of firm under perfect competition.

: Part C

. Answ_er ony six of the followinS.
' Each question can.ies 4 marhs.

.2g. Analyse the Mathematical concept of minima with the help of graphical presentation.

Z+. Examirre whether - 3*2y + 2xy + 3yB is homogenous or hetrogenous.,.:'
. 25. Testwhethety =-4xB + !6x2 + 9*- 15 is concave orconvex atx=3.

dtt
27. Find f,*of fh:e following:-

(a) Jr *Ji =Ji.
(b) Y =7x4+5x3+4,.

' 28. Briefly explain ttre concept of inflexion in the light of concavity and convexity.

: 29. Find out marginal cost:of the following :

.:..(a)TC=4Q3-3Q2+10.
(b) TC=5+7Q3+4Q.

. 30. Difference between Superior commodity and Inferior commodity.
,

31:, Find out the equilibrium price and quantity with a given cost function :

. c(x) = *3 + 5, d.eman{'curve x = Llp.
, .: (6x4=24)

Part D:-
Answer any two of the following.
Each question carries 15 marhs.

dv
32. Differentiate the following and frnd *:-dx

, , : .(u) Y=rS+(los.x)P.

'(b).Y=5+7lc5-2l2,.,:,
(c) cos-1 (b*s - 4x2 + Bx).

with diagrams.

," i '35 Under perfect competition if price (p) = 5 and. c=150+# find out maximumprofit and

. ,. ' ., ,l equilibrium condition for the fl.rm or i4dustry.
:. ., (2x15=30).:


